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Localization Principle for Differential Complexes
and Its Application

By Isao NARUKI

(Comm. by Kunihiko KODAIRA, Mo J. A., Sept. 13, 1971)

0o In this note we announce a general principle or proving the
exactness or the partial exactness, in shea level, o complexes with
first order differential operators as their differentiations, and its appli-
cation to the Dolbeault type sequences or real submaniolds in complex
manifolds.

Throughout this note we assume the differentiability o class C
for manifolds, vector bundles, differential operators and so on, unless
otherwise stated. When F is a vector bundle over a manifold M, C(F)
denotes the set of smooth sections o F over M, while C(U, F) denotes
the set o smooth sections of F over an open subset U of M.

1. Localization principle. We shall first fix a differential complex

;E-I -lEi >Ei+ ...
where E, i e Z are (complex) vector bundles over a manifold M, and

" EiETM are first order differential operators such that 3/.3-0.
For brevity we denote this complex by E" and the corresponding com-
plex or sections (C(E))ez by C(E’). Now we shall list up the defi-
nitions which are needed to ormulate the undamental theorems.

Definition 1. A subcomplex A’=(A)ez o C(E") is called com-
plete if and only i (1) A, i e Z are complete locally convex topological
vector spaces such that the inclusions AC(E) are continuous and
(2) 3IA" A-ATM is continuous or these topologies.

Definition 2. Let A’, B" be two subcomplexes o C(E") such that
A" cB" and let s, i_<_ q be linear maps rom A to B-1. The amily o
maps s--(s)_q is said to be a (--c, q)-homotopy for the inclusion

A’B" i and only i (1) (-s / s+)u=u or i q and or u e A, and
(2) 3q-Xsqu-u or ue Aq such that 3qu--O. In case A’, B’ are both
complete, s is said to be continuous when each map s, i<= q is contin-
uous.

Definition 3. Let A’cB’cC. be subcomplexes of C(E") such
that A’cB’cC’. Let further s, iq be linear maps from C into C-and sq a linear maps from Cq into C(Eq-). The amily of maps
s=(s)>_q is called a (q, oo)-homotopy of C" modulo (A’, B’) if and only
i (1) s(A)cB-I or iq and (2)
and or u e C. In case C" is a complete subcomplex and each s, i>__ q
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is continuous, we say that s is continuous.
Note that the conditions are rather delicate at the extreme point

i=q in the last two definitions.
Now let F be a vector bundle over M and /2 an open subset in C.

Then we have canonical identification C(9, C(F))-C(tM,F)
where F is the pull back o the bundle F by the projection " CMoM.
Given a smooth unction f on M, we obtain a map which assigns an
element, denoted by [V]f, of C(F) to each V C(C, C(F)), by setting

[V]-. V. (f 1)
where denotes the projection rom F onto F. For a locally convex
space A, C(tO, A) denotes the space o smooth A-valued funcitons on t9
with the topology o uniform convergence of all derivatives on compact
subsets. I ACC(F) is continuous, then C(9, A) is a subspace o
C(tM,F)=C(tO, C(F)) and the inclusion C(t?,A)C(t, C(F)) is
continuous. If no topology is specified on A C(F), we assume that
A has the topology induced rom C(F).

Definition 4. Let A" be a subcomplex o C(E’). A function

f e C(M) is A’-admissible i and only i the ollowing conditions are
fulfilled or i e Z"

( 1 ) fu, fu, (f)u e A or any u e A and for (f e C(C).
( 2 ) Z()(f)u/(-f) e C(C, A) for u e A and for , Z e C(C)

such that supp supp Z .
( 3 ) [V]x e A for every V e C(C, A).

In case A" is a complete subcomplex of C(E") we require the continuity
of maps ufu, ufu, u(f)u, uz()(f)u/(--f), V[V]x in (1),
(2) and (3).

Definition 5. A function f e C(U) on an open subset U of M is
called E’-analytic in U if and only if 3(fu)=f3u for any i e Z and
u e C(U, E).

The E’-analyticity is a local property and the product of two E’-
analytic functions is again E’-analytic, in fact there is a way to define
E’-analytic functions to be solutions of a homogeneous first order dif-
ferential equation.

To state the fundamental theorems we still need some notation"
Let K be a closed subset of M, and A" a subcomplex of C(E’). Then
A’{K} is a subcomplex of A" whose terms A{K}, i e Z, are given by

A{K}--{u e AI supp uK}.
If A" is complete, then A’{K} is also complete. Let now f=(f, ...,f,)
be a p-tuple of functions on M. Then P(f) denotes the open set
{z e M l]f(z)]< 1, ...,If(z)l< 1} and P[f] denotes the closed set
{z e MI]f(z)l<__l, ..., If,(z)[l}. Now our main theorems are stated as
follows"

Theorem 1. Let f--(f, ...,f) be a p-tuple of E’-analytic func-
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tions which are all A’-admissible for a complete subcomplex A" of
C(E’). Suppose that s-(s)i_q is a continuous (-c, q)-homotopy for
the identity A’A’. Then one can construct for any a l, a continu-
ous (--c, q)-homotopy a-(ai)_q for the inclusion A’[P[af]}A’{P[f]).

Theorem 2. Let f-(fl, f,) be a p-tuple of E’-analytic func-
tions which are all C’-admissible for a subcomplex C" of C(E") and
suppose that s=(s)_q is a continuous (q, c)-homotopy of C" modulo
(0, 0). Then there is fora l a continuous (q, c)-homotopy

of C" modulo (C’{P(f)c}, C’{P(af)C}) where P(f) and P(af) denote the
complements of P(f) and P(af), respectively.

The proofs of these theorems are both based on the Oka maps
M z(f(z), z) e C i--1, 2, ..., p having appeared implicitly in the
notation [V] in Definition 4. The method bears some resemblance to
the proof of Theorem 2.7.6 in HSrmander’s book [2].

The following corollaries will clarify how to apply the fundamental
theorems.

Corollary 1. Let A’, s and f satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem
1. If A contains C(E) for each i e Z and P(f) is relatively compact
in M, then the sequence

..--C(P(f), Eq-I)--C(P(f), Eq)-C(P(f), E
is exact.

Corollary 2. Let C’, s and f satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem
2. If A contains C(E) for each i e Z and P[bf] is compact for some
0 b 1, then the sequence

F(P[f], Eq-)-F(P[f], Eq)--F(P[f], E_q/)-.
is exact, where E, i e Z are the sheaves of germs of C sections of E.

In particular, if f(z0)=-...--f,(z0)=0 and P(bf), Obc form a

fundamental system of neighbourhoods of Zo, then the sequence of
sheaves

Eq-EqEq/.

is exact at Zo.
2. Application to tangential Cauchy-Riemann equation. First

we shall define the Dolbeault sequence for a closed real submanifold M
of a complex manifold X. (Note that the assumption of closedness is

inessential because ny submanifold of manifold has always a neigh-

bourhood in which it is closed.) Denote by I the sheaf of germs of

smooth functions in X which vanish when restricted to M, and by

the sheaf of germs of smooth (p, q) forms on X. Set further
Then/2 is a sheaf of rings by exterior multiplication. We denote by I

the sheaf of ideals of t9 generated by 1+31 where " ?2,t’/ is

the differentiation of the Dolbeault sequence or X. Following Kohn

and Rossi [1] we now define sheaves D(,) so that the sequence 0-I-2
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--,D0 is exact where D--XD(p,q). (Note that I is homogeneous, that
is, I--XI(’,q), I(’,q)--I Vlg(,q).) The sheaf D has its support only on M,
so D is regarded also as a shea over M. Since II, we can define

" DD such that 3D(,q)D(,q+" making the following diagram
commutative"

0I )9 D: 0

Thus we have obtained for p0 the complex

D(.,o) 0>D(p,1) 0D(.,). >...

which we shall call the p-th Dolbeault sequence for M. The equation
=0 or a section o D is called usually the tangential Cauehy-Riemann
equation o M. (For simplicity we write D instead of D(,) note that
D is no other than the sheaf o germs of smooh functions over M.)
We now assume that M is generic, that is, T(X)-- T(M) +1 T(M)
(not neeessarily the direct sum) or every z e M. (Here T(M), T(X) are
the real tangent bundles of M, X respectively, and T(M)is regarded as
a subspaee of the complex vector space T(X).) Then the sheaves D
are all locally ree D-sheaves and 8 is a first order differential operator.
We shall denote by D, the subbundle of T(M) whose fiber D2 is

T(M) --1T(M). We assume now that M is o/the second kind, that
is, any real vector field on M can be written locally as the sum o see-
tions o D, and of the brackets of sections of D. Then we can define
a surjeetive anti-symmetric bilinear map [, ]" D2 D}W-T(M)
so that for any X, Y e F(D), [X, Y] is the residue class in W o the
value [X, Y] at z. Then it ollows rom the vanishing o the Nijenhuis
tensor that

[Jx, J- ly]- Ix, y] x, e D
so the map (x, y)[x, --ly] is symmetric, and thus f.(x, y), x, y e D
is a symmetric bilinear orm on D or any a e W if one sets f.(x, y)

(a, Ix, -]).
Definition 6. Under the above notation, M is said o satisfy con-

dition Vq i and only i, or any z e M and or 0a e W, one can find
a subspaee in D2 of dimension at least q + 1 on which f. is positive de-
finite.

Now we obtain he ollowing theorem by applying Corollary 1 and
Corollary 2.

Theorem 3. Let M be a real submanifold of the second kind
satisfying condition Vqo and let 0-dimc X--eodim M--qo. Then one
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can find for any z e M, an arbitrary small neighbourhood 9 of z such
that the sequences

O--Fc(, D(P’))-- --l’c(, D(P’q))--+Ic(,
1"(, D(,o-))-I’(, D(,o)).

are exact. Here we have written F(9, D(,q)) for the set of sections

Of D(p’q) whose supports are compacts in [2.

This theorem is first proved or the standard real submanifolds in
the sense o Tanaka [5]. The method is based on a priori estimates
such as used in HSrmander [2] [3]. We pass from the standard case
to the general, with the aid o a sub-ellipticity theorem concerning the
Dolbeault sequences D(,’). This theorem is a consequence from Theo-
rem 1.4.2 of HSrmander [4]; it ensures the stability of the a priori
estimates when approximating a given real submanifold by a suitable
standard one.

The proofs o Theorems 1-3 will be published in Publ. Res. Inst.
Math. Sci., Kyoto Univ., ol. 8, No. 1.
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